CAST:

Gene Fart: Chief Inspector
Wilma Petroleum: Gene’s wife
Antony: Gene’s son
Giles: Gene’s son
Guiscard Ramsey: Police constable
Vincent: Sergeant
Maria: Navigator
Lucian Cats: Race car preparer
Dene Wolf: President of the automobile team
Thaddeus Fox: Sponsor
Ivor Brownbear: Chief mechanic of the assistance service
Andrew: Car mechanic
David: Car mechanic
Lucas Auger: Friend of Antony
Willa Petroleum: Lucas's mother
Arthur Auger: Lucas’s father
Millie: Secretary of dr. Palpators
Sonia: Wife of the victim
William Shakespeare: Eyewitness to the accident
Wenda: Neighbor
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FIRST ACT

The scene takes place in a police office.

Gene: (On the phone) Hello, Commander, yes it's me, the chief inspector Fart. ...I understand, we
need to investigate an accident that occurred during a rally race ... And where would it happen? ... I
will immediately send someone on the place! (After hanging up the receiver he immediately calls a
constable in a loud voice) Guiscard! (The constable arrives immediately and the chief inspector
asks the subordinate for information) What do we know about these rallies?
Guiscard: They are car races carried out asphalt or dirt.
Gene: The commander has just informed me that in the first part of the first stage of the Wales
Rally of Great Britain there was an accident, a boy crashed into a tree, so you must go immediately
to the site for the surveys. There you will find other colleagues.
Guiscard: But inspector, I just finished my workshift, I was about to go home, couldn't you please
send somebody else?
Gene: Orders cannot be discussed, you just have to obey! Rather, while you are there, try to learn
more about how these races take place, I would not want to seem incompetent. Come on, constable,
go and come back with precise news!
Guiscard: Yes, sir! Maybe I'll take my car so then I'll go straight home. (That statement does not
receive any reply)
Left alone, Gene phones his wife.
Gene: Hello Wilma? Yes, it's me, does Antony know about car racing? ... How do you say? Do he
likes ballet? And since when? I know that I'm never at home, but that he wanted to be a dancer, this
is new to me! ... What do you mean is not like Giles? (After a long wait) It will be better to
postpone the topic until tonight. Bye! (After hanging up, gets up and starts pacing frantically back
and forth, pondering aloud) Let's hope it's not really a strong passion, otherwise I'll become the
laughing stock of this office. In fact he is not like his brother, he is a little more ... But no, he cannot
be, with a father like me! (After a pause for reflection) But he never talks about women. (Looking
for some justification) Maybe because he's shy. Giles is certainly more lively. On the contrary, he
seems to have nothing else in mind.
After knocking on the door, Vincent enters the chief inspector's office.
Vincent: Inspector, Constable Ramsey phoned, he's already arrived at the scene, but then he ended
up in a ditch with the car.
Gene: What a clumsy he is! And how did it happen?
Vincent: He says he found an oil stain on his way to the exact spot where the accident occurred.
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Gene: Where is he now?
Vincent: He went back to the time check.
Gene: Did he go to have his watch checked just while it was on duty?
Vincent: No, inspector. He returned to the point where the timed stretch started. However he found
that nine cars passed smoothly.
Gene: So he found out after he got into the ditch?
Vincent: Yes. After someone helped him get his car out of the ditch, he asked what the timed
stretch and finish point was. And he tried to retrace the road but went into a farmyard.
Gene: I would like to ask you a question: Did Guiscard arrive at the accident site in uniform or in
civilian clothes?
Vincent: I saw him leave in his car, but in uniform.
Gene: I get it! He was taken for the "ass".
Vincent: It is likely that they did when they showed him where the test ended, but they certainly
told him the truth when they told him about the nine competitors who passed regularly.
Gene: I've heard too much! Is it possible that people always make fun of us? Of course, with
ignorant people like you! Get out of here! Before I lose my patience. Ah! As soon as that wretch
comes back, I want him to run straight to me! ... On foot, however, since he is clumsy with the car.
(As soon as Vincent leaves the office, the inspector, sitting down again, reflects aloud again)
Perhaps the responsibility for that accident is attributable to one of the cars that left earlier.
Wilma enters the scene without knocking on the door.
Wilma: Now you have tired me!
Gene: Lower your voice! Do you want everyone to hear you?
Wilma: I don't care about your minions. You have to go home and be a father! Our children take
advantage of my goodness. One combines a problem in the kitchen and the other in the bathroom.
Gene: What happened? I'm working, I can't come away now, for this nonsense.
Wilma: This is not nonsense at all! Your eldest son, to make pirouettes, broke the glass of the
kitchen cabinet and the other spends hours closed in the bathroom reading porn magazines and ...! I
mean, how can I take care of both if you never help me?
Gene: I wash the dishes and you complain, I do the shopping and you complain, I take the money
home and you complain that it is little, I look for you at night to have a little intimacy and you
complain, now our children are there too who make you complain? But when you go to play bingo
with our neighbor, you don't complain. Who knows why!
After a moment in which the two glare at each other.
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Wilma: Would you deny me that too? So you know what I tell you? Find someone to cook you
dinner tonight, otherwise you fast for me. Then let's see if you're not complaining too! (And she
leaves slamming the door)
Gene: If that day, instead of marrying her, I left her to the other one, I would have won the lottery!
Well, now let's think about our case which is better!
Guiscard enters the scene after knocking on the door.
Guiscard: Inspector, I interrogated the victim's navigator.
Gene: Who is this navigator, a witness who has seen something?
Guiscard: She is the one who was in the car with Alec, the boy who died in the accident.
Gene: And what was she doing in that car?
Guiscard: Inspector, she was navigating.
Gene: Why? Are boats involved in this story too?
Guiscard: Absolutely not! The navigator is the one who is in the car with the driver and who has
the task of describing the road, with a series of numbers and letters accompanied by strange
phrases, to his partner, so that he can travel the timed section at maximum speed.
Gene: Then the case is solved! She's the culprit, she gave the wrong numbers and the boy crashed.
Guiscard: Inspector, if I may allow myself, it seems to me too hasty a statement, also because,
before the race, during the reconnaissance of the route, it is the driver himself who dictates the
description of the road, so it may have been Alec who made a mistake.
Gene: The more you talk, the more I don't understand anything, would you mean that he committed
suicide, trying to kill his navigator too?
Guiscard: I don't think this happened. Perhaps it was a simple fatality. However, even if this were
not the case, I don’t think the culprit is part of the crew.
Gene: What is this crew?
Guiscard: Inspector, this is the name of the couple inside the cockpit that participate in these races.
Gene: Couldn't the commander assign this case to someone else? Doesn't he know that I have
subordinates who don't understand any of this! (Then raising his voice) Find out more and then
come back to report!
Guiscard: But inspector, I am explaining everything to you in great detail and I think that...
Gene: You, don't think, which is better! You just have to follow orders! Then you come back more
cultured, but what the heck! Now run away and leave me alone.
Guiscard: Yes, sir!
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At the same moment as Guiscard leaves the office, Antony, the inspector's eldest son, enters at a
dance pace.
Gene: What are you doing? Close the door immediately, even the walls have eyes here!
Antony: Hi Daddy! I came to ask you something.
Gene: And can't you talk while standing still like normal people?
Antony: I'm too excited! I came, because I had to have your answer immediately, I couldn't resist
until tonight!
Gene: So come on, I have to work! And get away from that door! I hear better if you get closer.
Otherwise they find out before I do.
Antony: What are you talking about?
Gene: Forget it, come closer and tell me what you want!
Antony: (Decided) I want to go to London to dance school.
Gene: What do you want do? Get it out of your head, that's not a sport for men... well, it's not for
you.
Antony: Dance is not sport, it is art.
Gene: Anyway I won't let you go to London alone.
Antony: But I don't go alone, I go with a friend. We will divide the room, so we will cut the
expenses in half. Indeed, we will take a double in order to take advantage of an additional discount,
better than that!
Gene: (Shocked and dejected) Yeah... better than that! Anyway I told you to come closer and get
away from that damn door, you are hard as your mother! Rather… what does she say?
Antony: She is very happy, she is convinced that I will become an étoile.
Gene: The problem is that I think so too!
Antony: (Angry) Étoile is a French word that means star; that's how the first dancers are called,
what did you understand?
Gene: Ah, a star! In any case, my answer is: no.
Antony: But daddy!
Gene: It is useless for you to insist, so I don't change my mind.
Antony: We'll see! Now I run to mom and tell her you want to nip my career in the bud. And to
think that my friend's parents were willing to pay all the expenses, instead you want to screw
everything up.
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Gene: Wait a moment! Do they really pay for everything?
Antony: Sure! They are firmly convinced that we will be successful, they see something particular
in us.
Gene: (Malicious and resigned) I can see that too! But this is not the point.
Antony: So what is it? (Putting hands on hips)
Gene: It's just… I want you to play football and become a soccer champion. I see you as a
breakthrough center-forward, perhaps a breakthrough better than not, but a center-forward yes.
Antony: But I love to dance, not chasing a ball like my brother does. A footballer in the family is
enough.
Gene: Let me think about it a bit. For the moment I'm not saying yes or no, I want to talk to your
mother first. Rather, do you know where she was supposed to go today?
Antony: Yes, she had to go to the breast specialist.
Gene: Is the third time this month that she goes there. But is this doctor competent or not?
Antony: Ah I don't know, but he's a great handsome man. And he is also very nice.
Gene: I don't care if that man is handsome or ugly, but I don't want her to like him because he has
long hands.
Antony: Daddy don't be malicious, he's a doctor!
Gene: However, even if he does it to visit, the result does not change: that man touches! And I don't
wish your mother had started to enjoy it. Now go away! Before I change my mind and say a final no
to your request.
Antony: (Running to hug her father) Thank you dad for giving me hope.
Gene: But now let me work, I have a problem to solve!
Antony leaves. Guiscard, after knocking on the door, enters the inspector's office fearfully.
Guiscard: Inspector, I'd like to show you something that was found inside the car where the poor
boy died: the navigator's notebook.
Gene: Why? What's written there?
Guiscard: The notes, inspector.
Gene: The musical notes? Won't you tell me that music also has to do with it now? I am ignorant
but up to a certain point! So stop talking nonsense and show respect to your superior!
Guiscard: But I'm not kidding you.
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Gene: Then explain yourself better, otherwise I'll take you off the case.
Guiscard: (Frightened) Sure, Inspector, I'll be as clear as possible. In that notebook there are a
series of recordings in synthetic form to remember the way, which are called notes in jargon.
Gene: And what does this have to do with music?
Guiscard: It is like a stave for a musician.
Gene: Be careful how you talk! Rather, let me see what is written on it! (Picking up the
aforementioned notebook, he begins to read) 3RC 2- 4Ll R6 attack 100 Cut 3-L ! ! LH at rail 2R
4L for 5R Cut 6R 200 LINE 4L 2R Bridge… (After reflecting for a few moments) And with this
jumble of letters and numbers how do you identify the street? It seems impossible to me and
especially at crazy speeds like these guy do.
Guiscard: These guy, with all due respect, Inspector, are people with so-called attributes! They
manage to have the coldness and clarity to face the difficulties inherent in the path in a way that we
do not even dare to imagine!
Gene: Maybe, but forget it, now tell me, in your opinion, how could these signs be interpreted.
Guiscard: I have no idea, but by asking a pilot we could unravel the mystery.
Gene: That's the most sensible thing I've heard you say today, do you have anything else to add?
Guiscard: Actually yes, I have discovered that every crew is enrolled in a stable.
Gene: (Furious) Won't you tell me that horses are involved in this case too? It was better if you
didn't add anything else! Do you want to send me to the asylum?
Guiscard: I assure you that I am telling the truth. The car stable is a sports association, to which
both drivers and navigators join.
Gene: It will be better for you! Now go and keep investigating. At the moment we have found
absolutely nothing. What should I report to the commander? That a navigator on horseback loves
music? So hurry up and give me evidence, not nonsense information, evidence for heck, evidence!
At that precise moment the phone rings.
Gene: Commander, tell me! (After beckoning Guiscard to leave) Actually, we still don't really
know what happened, but we're working on it. Don't worry, everything is under control, I won't let
you down, don't worry! (After hanging up the receiver, the inspector puts his hands in his hair)
Guiscard! (Screaming)
Guiscard comes running.
Guiscard: Yes, sir!
Gene: We summon the girl who was in the car with the victim.
Guiscard: I had already taken the liberty of doing that, Inspector. And she has already arrived.
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Gene: So let her in, what are you waiting for? I want to question her right away!
Guiscard: She arrived a few minutes ago while you were talking to the commander, so I thought it
best to keep her waiting.
Gene: I knew that even the walls have ears in here! How did you know I was talking to the
Commander?
Guiscard: Let's say that his tone of voice is not quite so sweet.
Gene: What do you mean?
Guiscard: I meant that the decibels of his voice are quite high.
Gene: I don't have time now to decipher all your speeches. Let her in, come on, hurry up!
Guiscard: Come on, miss, take a seat, the inspector is waiting for you.
The girl enters, sits down without saying a word, looking at the inspector, sensitively frightened.
Gene: We have called you to hear your version of the dynamics of the accident. In the meantime,
start by providing your personal details.
Maria: My name is Maria Puccini and I was Alec's navigator.
Gene: Therefore, Miss Puccini, she, being the navigator, had the task of giving the notes to the
pilot. Of course with her surname she was really a predestined one.
Maria: Look, the notes I read have nothing to do with the music!
Gene: Mine was just a way to break the ice. Don't think that we policemen are so ignorant, we
know well that you call notes those signs with which you describe the road. Anyway tell me, how
long have you been the victim's navigator?
Maria: From last year's Cambrian Rally.
Gene: But now let's talk about the race we have to deal with; what number was assigned to you in
this one?
Maria: The number ten, but you already know this.
Gene: So before you, nine other cars started?
Maria: Exactly!
Gene: Can you confirm that an oil stain was found on the road?
Maria: After the collision, when I got out, in fact, I noticed a trail of oil behind us, but I can't tell if
it came from our car or from those that had preceded us.
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Gene: As I was told, you got out of the car without helping that poor boy. Why didn't you try to
revive him somehow? Excuse me if I ask you, but you who practice such a dangerous sport, don't
you have any first aid knowledge?
Maria: We are not obliged, however, even if I had tried to do something, unfortunately it would not
have helped.
Gene: However, are you sure you haven't made some mistake that caused the boy to make a wrong
maneuver?
Maria: I categorically exclude it, also because we were driving down the longest straight of the
special stage when we went off the road.
Gene: What is this special stage?
Maria: It is that timed stretch of road that must be covered in the shortest possible time, therefore at
maximum speed. The stretches from one test to another, on the other hand, are called transfers and
in these the common rules of the current highway code must be respected.
Gene: So you go slow in transfers?
Maria: In theory yes, in practice we sometimes commit some minor violations.
Gene: So, since you are ruling out a mistake on your part, perhaps it could have been the pilot who
made a mistake.
Maria: There would also be another possibility. For that, however, it is better that you speak to the
preparer, he will surely give you more information than me.
Gene: And what do I ask him? How many pushups did that poor boy do before the competition.
Maria: I was not alluding to the possibility of an illness di Alec.
Gene: Then what did you mean?
Maria: To the possibility that there has been a mechanical failure of the machine. The preparer you
should speak to, in fact, is the one who carries out periodic interventions on the car. Basically, the
one who carries out the maintenance operations that guarantee the reliability of the vehicle.
Gene: Good! That is all for the moment. The autopsy will allow us to discard some hypotheses, in
the meantime, since the car is under seizure, we will also carry out all the necessary checks. In this
regard, could you give me the name of this preparer or more simply of this mechanic?
Maria: It's Mr. Cats from the Meow garage.
Gene: Look, I've already heard enough jokes today!
Maria: I know it's weird, but that's what it's called, what can I do?
Gene: All right! You can go, but keep yourself available, I may still need you.
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Maria: See you later.
Gene: (After looking at the woman, he gets up, accompanies her to the door opening it quickly,
finding Guiscard eavesdropping. After the woman has gone) How do you explain this to me now?
Guiscard: I assure you it's not what it seems! I just wanted to make sure you were done, because
your son Giles just arrived and wants to talk to you urgently.
Gene: That's okay this time, but if I catch you eavesdropping again in the future, you are in trouble.
And now move and let it pass! Then try to find out as much information as possible about Miss
Puccini.
Giles: (He enters bouncing a soccer ball on the ground and then finally hits it with his head) Hi
dad, I came because I need some money.
Gene: This is not new!
Giles: I need it urgently, otherwise I would have waited tonight.
Gene: What have you got today? Everyone to ask.
Giles: I have to buy a new pair of soccer shoes, like Harry Kane's.
Gene: (Turning red in the face, raises his voice) Kane? Even if they gave away them to you, I
wouldn't allow you to take them home. You and your brother are just the same, you are both
oriented on the wrong side!
Giles: What does Antony have to do with it?
Gene: (Furious) I better not answer you. Let's talk about you, who put Tottenham in your head? In
fact, to tell the truth, you make me feel more sick than your brother.
Giles: Explain to me what you mean, do you worry about him just because he likes to dance?
Gene: That's enough! From now on, I'll take care of checking you two, so you'll stop hanging out
with bad friends.
Giles: My friends are all good guys. You see criminals everywhere, but I assure you that there are
also good people around.
Giles: Do you call your Tottenham Hotspur Football Club fan friends good guys? Those should be
avoided, they multiply visibly and are also contagious!
Giles: So you give me the money for the shoes or not? I audition for Cardiff City football club
youth on Wednesday and the old shoes are tight. Do you want me to play badly for this reason?
Gene: If it's for the audition, then everything changes. (Reluctantly pays out the money) But
remember that until your birthday you won't get anything else! Now run away, before I think back
to your football faith!
Giles: Thanks dad, see you at home. (And leaves the scene humming the hymn of Tottenham)
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As soon as Giles leaves, Gene calls Guiscard on the phone.
Gene: Summon Mr. Cats, I want him here as soon as possible, I have some urgent questions to ask
him. ... Where do you find him? It's not my problem, so hurry up! (Hanging up the phone angrily,
he takes the sports newspaper and starts reading)
Vincent knocks on the door and, after receiving permission from Gene, rather annoyed by the
umpteenth interruption, he enters.
Vincent: The car preparer has arrived.
Gene: Get him in!
Lucian: Hello, I'm Mr. Lucian Cats, nice to meet you.
Gene: Of course you are faster than light!
Lucian: It's just that when I got your call, I was right near here and thought I'd come right away.
What can I help you with?
Gene: I would like to have some additional information on rally cars. The car in which Alec died is
being examined by forensics, but given the extent of the damage reported, I strongly doubt that it is
possible to understand whether it was a mechanical failure.
Lucian: Are you by chance assuming a mechanical failure or a structural failure due to my
negligence?
Gene: I see you understand me!
Lucian: I can only tell you that the accident occurred shortly after the departure and this implies
many things.
Gene: Explain better, what does departure have to do with it? In my humble opinion, if a car has
traveled a short distance, it is less likely to break down.
Lucian: If we talk about breakdowns, I agree with you, but for everything else the situation
changes.
Gene: I don’t understand.
Lucian: You need to know that tires and the braking system itself must reach a certain temperature
to be effective. Not to mention the gearbox which, unlike common road cars, needs higher engine
revolutions to have excellent gear changes.
Gene: I don't want to know more! You should grow tomatoes, not expose young people to these
dangers.
Lucian: I assure you that the experienced pilots are able to safely take the relevant
countermeasures.
Gene: What does this mean? That not everyone can drive racing cars?
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Lucian: It means that, without the basics: either you get very badly hurt, or you go slower than a
snail.
Gene: So to go fast and not get hurt, a driver, what should he do?
Lucian: Before entering the special stage, it is important that you warm up the tires, perhaps
zigzagging from right to left, or accelerating and braking hard afterwards, in order to warm up the
brakes as well. While, to keep the engine revs high, he can brake with his left foot or resort to the
so-called "heel toe".
Gene: And what does this mean? That to drive a racing car you have to go to Don Lurio's dance
school?!
Lucian: Perhaps not from him, also because he has been dead for some years, but I assure you that
attending a course where you can learn these techniques could be useful, given that at those crazy
speeds you can play your life. Those who practice this sport are aware of the risk, but despite this,
when they compete, they also push themselves beyond their limits.
Gene: It seems to me there is some madness in all of this.
Lucian: There is no madness but pure adrenaline and an unstoppable desire to compete with
oneself and with others.
Gene: To me all this is incomprehensible. Anyway I knew what I needed, so you can go
Lucian: First, however, I would like to emphasize that every driver, as well as a customer, is, for us
preparers, a friend and when misfortunes like the one happened to Alec happen, a part of us also
dies. (He gets up and goes away under Gene's watchful eye)

SECOND ACT

The scene takes place in the living room.

Gene, Antony, Giles and Wilma are all gathered around the table.
Gene: I don't want to hear confusion tonight! My head is popping for that rally case.
Giles: Dad, did you find out if that leak was gearbox oil or engine oil?
Gene: I see that at least one in the family knows about these things!
Antony: I don't know anything about engines, but you don't understand anything about dance
either! I bet you don't know you have to put pitch under your ballet shoes.
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Gene: Instead of always thinking about dancing, why don't you think about eating steak like all of
us?
Antony: Because I have to eat light, so tonight raw fennel and cucumbers.
Gene: (Turning to Giles) You, do you also know how the engine oil differs from that of the
gearbox?
Giles: Sure! Gear oil smells very acrid and is also less fluid. The important thing, however, I think
is to understand which car it came out of.
Gene: This is possible! Then I call Guiscard and tell him to check.
Antony: Dad, why this research? It is clear that it was an accident.
Giles: If the commander has asked me for a more thorough investigation, it means he has some
suspicion.
Antony: So, if it was a crime, you have investigate in two directions: the sentimental one ...
Giles: (Concluding the sentence) And the economic one.
Gene: What do you mean?
Antony: The two crew members were a man and a woman and I learned that they were not even
married to each other. (In a malicious tone)
Giles: Among other things, the reconnaissance of the route is done at night. And you know how
night meetings between a man and a woman can end! An affair may have arisen and perhaps the
wife may have discovered it.
Gene: This could be a good motive, maybe the wife had the car tampered with to get revenge on
both of them.
Antony: Also remember the economic side. What does the wife have to gain from this death? I
would also investigate in this direction.
Giles: In the report that aired a little while ago, I noticed that among the cars that preceded Alec,
there was another crew that carried the same team sponsor. Maybe it doesn't mean anything, but
dad, if I were you, I'd ask the president of this association to find out more.
Wilma: But who should make this investigation, you or your children?
Gene: Don't get in the way, for once they do something useful for me, let them talk! Rather, what
about this breast specialist, is he satisfied or does he need some more palpatine?
Wilma: What would you like to insinuate?
Gene: Only you have found a very good and scrupulous doctor who needs to check well.
Wilma: Do you want to criticize me for how I deal with my health problems?
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Gene: Absolutely not! Do whatever you must, if you were to die because of me, I would not be able
to live for remorse! (Said sarcastically)
Someone knocks on the door and immediately after the neighbor enters.
Wenda: Wilma, we have to go otherwise we won't find free seats.
Wilma: I'm ready, since my husband will take care of tidying up! Isn't it dear?
Gene: Sure darling, go ahead! In fact, hurry up and don't make your friend wait too long, bingo
claims you!
Wilma: So I'm going, hello everyone! (She closes the door and leaves the scene)
Gene: A good boxing match is on air tonight. What do you think guys, do we see it together?
Antony: I have a lesson tonight, so I can't. In any case, I don't like that bloody sport; if I had stayed
at home, I would have preferred to see the World Ice Skating Championships broadcast on the other
channel.
Giles: Don't worry dad, I'll keep you company. When the match begins, give me a whistle. But first,
I go to the bathroom for a moment. (And he leaves the scene)
Gene: Here we go again! His mother is right: he really has a fixation!
Antony: I'm going to get ready, soon that boy I told you about today is coming to get me.
Gene: Then let him in when he arrives.
Antony: Sure! So I present him to you.
Gene: By the way, what's his name?
Antony: Lucas Auger.
Gene: Holy shit! I Knew it!
Antony: What?
Gene: No, I said it will be a real pleasure to meet him!
After a few minutes the doorbell rings and the inspector goes to open the door.
Lucas: Hi Mr. Fart, I'm a friend of Antony's, my name is Lucas.
Gene: Ah! Luca, we were just talking about you!
Antony: Don't you tell him to sit down?
Gene: Sure son! Come in Luca and sit where you want.
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Antony: Dad, get him at least one coffee!
Gene: Why, can he drink it?
Antony: Of course! Caffeine is a stimulant that makes you more resourceful.
Gene: In this case it is better not to drink it.
Antony: For what reason?
Gene: Too much excitement causes you to lose focus.
Antony: If you say so!
Giles enters the scene.
Giles: Dad the toilet is clogged.
Gene: Of course! You use paper in industrial quantities and you don't give a chance to breathe to
that poor toilet, tomorrow I'll call the plumber. For the moment, let's limit ourselves to using it
exclusively for physiological needs and not for other reasons.
Giles: What other reasons?
Gene: Don't pretend you don't understand! So just stick to my orders!
Lucas: Mr. Fart, my parents would like to know if you are in favor of us enrolling in the dance
school in London and therefore of our staying there for the duration of the course.
Gene: I still have to think about it, I need to talk to my wife about it. That woman first decides one
thing and soon changes her mind, so I have to wait for her to come home.
Antony: Mom has already decided and is in favor, now we just need your approval.
Gene: I would have a lot to object, but if she is in favor how can I go against that witch?
Antony: But dad, you're talking about mom!
Gene: Yes, but yours not mine!
Antony: If I'm not mistaken what you call a witch is the woman you married.
Gene: And I still pay the consequences of that disaster!
Lucas: So can I give my parents your approval?
Gene: Before doing so, however, I would like a little clarification ...
Lucas: A clarification about what?
Antony: About the economic side.
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Lucas: For that there are no problems, everything is already established, we anticipate the money.
Gene: What? Do you anticipate?
Lucas: Sure! When we become famous, his son will pay us back the investment.
Gene: It doesn't seem to me that these were the pacts! As if I didn't know that it would then be up to
the undersigned to pay those expenses.
Antony: But pa! If you don't accept, you will cancel my biggest dream.
Gene: Better your dream than my salary! If I have to get the money out, you stay at home. So, dear
Lucas, please call your parents and inform them of my decision.
Antony: If you had gone to London to be a boxer, you would have found that damned money! But
to go and be a dancer, which is not very masculine, then you don't want to do it.
Gene: This is not the reason, it is that you are too young to face life in a big city alone.
Kidnappings, disappearances, murders occur every day. Unfortunately the world is full of ugly
people and you honestly don't seem able to defend yourselves.
Antony: Misfortunes happen everywhere, not just in big cities. You should know this more than
other people!
Lucas: Antony it is useless for you to insist, I don't think your father is willing to change his mind.
Now I'll call my parents to tell them to cancel everything. Can I at least use your phone, Mr. Fart?
My mobile is dead.
Gene: (Sad and serious, he nods in approval. Then, while Lucas sadly dials the number, seeing
Antony cry) Okay, you've won, go ahead! But how much will it all cost me?
Lucas: We do not have a precise estimate, but between the course and the stay we assume about
thirty thousand.
Gene: It is precisely that you presume that worries me!
Giles: I would need something too: I would need a new tracksuit and since the Tottenham one is so
beautiful...
Antony: Did you have to make this request right now? Couldn't you have waited another moment?
Gene: All right! I'll buy the tracksuit for you too, but now let me see the match that is about to
begin! (He gets up and goes to the television as Antony and Lucas say goodbye and leave the scene.
Giles stays to keep his father company. Once they are both settled in front of the TV, just as the
boxing match is about to begin, the bell rings) Who will it be now? (Giles gets up and goes to open
the door)
Millie: Sorry for the time. My name is Millie and I am Dr. Palpators' secretary.
Gene: And who is he?
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Millie: He is the breast specialist who follows your wife.
Gene: Ah! Breast specialist, who else could have a more appropriate surname? However, it seems
to me that my wife has been meeting your employer a little too often lately.
Millie: Probably because your wife has problems to solve.
Gene: So, tell me: what do I owe your visit to?
Millie: Your wife forgot the result of the last MRI at the studio and, since I live nearby, I thought
I'd deliver it to her home.
Gene: Thanks! You were very kind. sit down, I'll make you a coffee. I would like to ask you a
question. I promise I won't steal much time from you.
Millie: I thank you but, having not had dinner yet, I have to refuse the coffee. Anyway tell me, if I
can help you...
Gene: Is this doctor competent?
Millie: I assure you he knows where to put her hands.
Gene: It was just what I feared!
Millie: Don't worry, when there is something to discover, he is the best.
Gene: That's what I'm worried about, the fact that he finds out about everything.
Millie: And aren't you happy for this?
Gene: Yes a lot. Although I would prefer a doctor more buttoned up.
Millie: Do you wish it was the most buttoned up doctor or your wife?
Gene: Both of them.
Millie: I assure you that the doctor is a serious person!
Gene: There is no need to laugh to...
Millie: I've been working in that studio for years and no woman has ever complained.
Gene: I can even imagine why!
Millie: But now it's really late. My husband is expecting me for dinner. So I leave you the medical
report and greet you.
Gene: Thanks again for your kindness and sorry if I wasted your time.
Millie: Don’t worry! The important thing is that you look at this report as soon as possible.
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Gene: Why, what's wrong?
Millie: I repeat that I can't hold back any longer. Goodbye and good night! (And she leaves the
scene)
Gene: (Reading the medical report he discovers that his wife has breast cancer. Without, however,
being heard by the son) Holy shit! This is a really serious disease and I who doubted... She probably
kept it hidden from me so as not to worry me.
Giles: Dad what are you reading with so much interest?
Gene: It’s nothing important!
Giles: They are already in the third round, if you don't hurry up soon he knocks him out.
Gene: (Worried) By now I've missed it! If I don't follow the meeting from the beginning, I don't
enjoy it.
Giles: It's a boxing match, not a thriller movie!
Gene: I know! But, right now, I remembered I had to make an important phone call. You can enjoy
the fight, I'll be right back. (And he leaves the scene)
Wilma enters the scene.
Giles: Hi mom, why are you already back?
Wilma: Technical Problems. What are you doing here alone, where is your father?
Giles: He went to the bedroom, it's very strange tonight.
Wilma: Only tonight? That is since I married him that he behaves in an incomprehensible way. He
always seems angry with the whole world and especially with me.
Giles: Maybe he'll have trouble at work.
Wilma: And after thirty years it hasn't solved them yet? I'll tell you what his only real problem is:
he is convinced that the task of father and husband ends by bringing the salary home. He thinks he
can delegate all family chores to me as he does his subordinates.
Gene enters the scene.
Gene: My love, are you back yet? (Giles and Wilma look at each other in wonder as Gene
continues to smile at his wife)
Wilma: Did you hit your head somewhere?
Gene: Absolutely not! I'm just glad you came back earlier.
Wilma: In twenty years that we've been married, this is the first time you turned to me calling me
love and saying you're happy I'm back home early, do you have something to make amends?
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Gene: I assure you not, in fact I also gave the green light to Antony for the dance school in London.
Wilma: Are you digressing, have you a lover? When men get nice to their wives, it's because they
have something to hide.
Gene: Stop talking nonsense and sit down. I make you a coffee!
Wilma: I don't want to sit down or even have coffee. Tell me if you did the dishes instead.
Gene: Not yet, but I do it right away. I didn't have time because she came... No, I meant... he came
... male, or almost, in short, Antony's friend came, the one with whom he should go to London. I
chatted with him to get to know him a little better.
Wilma: (Turning to Giles) Is your father telling the truth? Did only that boy come?
Giles: (Watching father make sweeping gestures to confirm his version) Sure mom! If it were not
so, I would have noticed.
Wilma: All right! But there is something that does not convince me. Now I'm going to the bedroom
to relax, goodnight.
Gene: In the bedroom? Wait a moment before going to bed, stay a while with your son. He has to
tell you what he asked me today. Is it true Giles that you have to do it? (Making him the gesture of
keeping his mother with him) In the meantime, I'm going to fix something over there and then I'll be
back. (And he leaves the scene)
Giles: (Although he doesn't understand why, he complies with his father's request) Dad told me that
if it still grows up (Pointing to his foot) he doesn't want to hear more.
Wilma: (Not having seen the gesture, misrepresents) What did he say? But is he completely stupid?
It certainly has to grow, but it must be respected! Every now you have to give it a breather and
leave it in peace for a while.
Giles: When I can I do it, but it is not my fault that it has grown up and now they are tight.
Wilma: And we buy them new.
Giles: I told dad, but he replied that until my birthday I won't have any more.
Wilma: Don't worry if you need them, I'll buy them for you.
Giles: Thanks mom, you are the best!
Wilma: (Hugging the son) You don't have to thank me, my son, I can understand your needs, I was
a teenager too. (Then, reflecting aloud) That miser, he would like to deny his son even a new pair of
underwear!
Gene enters the scene.
Gene: Now you can also go and relax, while I go to tidy up the kitchen.
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Wilma: Wait a moment! But were you a teenager, or were you born and immediately started
military service?
Gene: Of course I went through that phase of growth too.
Wilma: So are you too old and stupid to remember it?
Gene: I just don't understand you! Today I'm sweet and thoughtful and you're calling me a stupid.
Anyway, it doesn't matter, tonight you are allowed everything.
Wilma: For now let's not talk about it anymore, we will resume the discussion tomorrow..
Antony and Lucas enter the scene.
Antony: (Supporting his limping friend Lucas) Help me. We have to make him sit down.
Wilma: What is happened?
Antony: (He makes his friend sit in the armchair putting his foot on a stool) He got sprained while
performing a grand jeté. We've already notified his parents and they'll be here soon. (While
explaining what happened to her parents, she tenderly holds Lucas's hand)
Gene: Why didn't you just wait for them at the school?
Antony: Because it was closing time for school and our house is very close. I didn't think you
would be sorry!
Gene: (Looking at the scene astounded) I'm not sorry for that.
Antony: Then for what else? Still the money story?
Gene: (He runs to divide the two and brings Antony to sit on a chair away from his companion)
We'll take care of him, you get comfortable, you'll be tired.
Antony: (Approaching Lucas again) I want to be with him until his parents arrive.
Gene: (Resigned) Do what you want! We just wanted to be useful and save you this chore.
Antony: But for me it is a pleasure.
Gene: I knew it!
Giles: I go to the bathroom for a moment and then go to bed.
Gene: Watching the son go out) I knew it!
The doorbell rings.
Wilma: (She goes to open the door and lets Luca's parents in) Please take a seat, can we offer you
something?
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Arthur: No thanks. It's late, we leave immediately
Willa: (She goes immediately to check on his son's condition) It doesn't seem anything serious, just
a sprain.
Gene: However, now they can no longer go to London.
Willa: What are you saying? In a few days he will be back in shape, ready to dance gracefully on
stage.
Gene: I heard of a boy who, for having underestimated a trauma of that kind, had his foot
amputated.
Arthur: Don't say nonsense inspector! These are just rumors.
Gene: Caution in these cases is never too much!
Wilma: Stop talking nonsense and go make some good coffee for our guests!
Willa: Thank you madam, you are very kind! (Glaring at Gene who, in the meantime, leaves the
scene to go and carry out what his wife ordered)
Arthur: (Turning to his wife) After coffee we have to go, so let's hurry, tomorrow I have an
important hearing.
Willa: (Sensing that her husband wants to leave) Sure, I too have to get up very early tomorrow
morning.
Wilma: But what a careless! We haven't even introduced ourselves. I’m Mrs. Petroleum Wilma.
Gene enters the scene carrying the tray with the cups and the coffee.
Willa: It's incredible! I’m Mrs. Petroleum Willa, we are almost homonymous and this is my
husband the lawyer Auger Arthur.
Gene: So you are Mrs. Petroleum and he is Mr. Auger, you were predestined to meet!
Willa: Are you sarcastic about our surnames?
Wilma: It was certainly not his intention given his surname. Isn't that right, Mr. Fart? He just meant
that we, unlike you, were not predestined, we were just unlucky to meet!
Willa: Now it's better to go, tomorrow morning I have an appointment with the breast specialist and
I have to get up early.
Gene: Are you also being treated by the breast specialist?
Willa: Yes, by Dr. Palpators.
Wilma: What a coincidence! I go to him too, in fact I've been there just recently.
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Willa: Me too! In fact, I'm waiting for the results of some diagnostic tests.
Gene: Excuse me for a moment, but I remembered I need to check something in the bedroom.
Wilma: You've been going back and forth from the bedroom all evening, but did you hide your
lover over there?
Gene: There is something hidden, but it is not so exciting. (And he leaves the scene)
Wilma: Pay no attention to what he says! My husband is a bit strange. Sometimes I don't
understand him either. Rather, tell me, what do you think of Dr. Palpators?
Willa: He is a person with an extraordinary sensitivity and humanity.
Wilma: And then he has a touch that I would define sublime, so delicate that you almost forget you
are in the presence of a doctor.
Willa: You're right!
Gene enters the scene.
Wilma: You have a face! What is happened? Is she escaped?
Gene: No, I would say rather exchanged.
Wilma: My husband always wants to make quips, but it is a pity that not even he can understand
them, let alone who listens to them!
Those present, with the exception of Gene, laugh.
Gene: Wilma is right! I wanted to make a quip, but I wasn't able to. After all, I'm a police inspector,
not a comedian!
Willa: We do not want quips from you, but rather that you support the project of our sons. It could
be crucial for their future. We know ours is already marked, we already have "one foot in the pit",
in a metaphorical sense of course!
Gene: Maybe not so metaphorical!
Antony: Dad, what are you saying?
Gene: Those of our age have to live for the day, today they are there and tomorrow who knows!
Wilma: Do you want to stop with these nonsense talk?
Gene: (Turning to his wife) Why, what did I say wrong? Do you think you live forever? It is good
to be prepared. Also because you are not going to live a hundred years. If that's your purpose, tell
me I'll pack my bags right away, I've put up with you enough!
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Wilma: Didn't you call me my love ten minutes ago? I knew that attitude of yours wouldn't last
long. However, I intend to live for much more than a hundred years, so go ahead and pack your
bags! You know the way, you've been going back and forth all evening.
Antony: Stop both of you!
Willa: It's time to go. But before we leave, I wanted to remind you, Mr. Fart, that it is a sacrifice for
us too to spend all that money. In fact we have decided to postpone the trip to Mexico scheduled for
this year. The future of our children is more urgent, we can also wait.
Gene: In your place, however, I would not postpone the trip. What is postponed in the end is no
longer done. The field must be drilled while there is oil, when it runs out then it becomes useless,
and you should know something!
Willa: Do you know that you are right ?! Arthur, why don't we reconsider the possibility of
including our trip within the budget of expenses planned for this year?
Arthur: Maybe it's not impossible.
Gene: Wise decision.
Willa: Thanks for the advice, Mr. Fart!
Wilma: This is my husband! Sometimes it seems like your worst enemy and at other times he
showeres you with attention. I just don't understand him.
Gene: I, on the other hand, understand her too much!
Arthur: So, do we have your consent for the boys to leave?
Gene: Yes.
Arthur: Do you also agree with the economic solution proposed by my son?
Gene: Sure! Although I am convinced that something will happen that will force them to postpone
everything until a later date.
Arthur: But are you a pessimist or are you a simple bird of ill omen?
Gene: No, you are wrong, I'm just a realist. Even this small injury, in my opinion, should be read as
a sign of fate, however don't worry, I said I agree and I will not back down.
Arthur: So see you in the next few days because, perhaps you still don't know, but I was instructed
by the family of the young man who died at the rally to follow the investigation.
Gene: In that case, you can reassure your clients that we are trying to explore all possibilities, so we
will not close the case until we are mathematically certain of how things went. Tomorrow, for
example, I summoned the president of the automobile team, because I want to clarify some points.
Antony: The ones we suggested to you?
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Gene pretends not to hear.
Arthur: Are there any reasons to believe that the man was involved in the accident?
Gene: For now we are just talking about a person informed about the facts and nothing more.
Willa: Poor boy, he was still so young! That is too dangerous a sport. (Then, turning to Lucas) I, if
you had wanted to be a pilot, I would have forbidden you.
Lucas: Fortunately, not all mothers think like you, otherwise the world would have been deprived
of many great champions.
Willa: But there would also have been fewer deaths.
Lucas: Whoever dies doing something he loves dies without regret. Better to live a day as a lion
than a hundred as a sheep!
Willa: You know what I think, my son: even if life is a vale of tears it is not so bad, so we might as
well stay as long as possible.
Arthur: Do you think this is the time for a philosophical discussion? And you, rather, when you
went to school, you were resistant to studying and even more to opening a book, but now you've
suddenly become a professor?
Lucas: Certainly not, even if now, since I decide what to read, when I open one I enjoy doing it. A
good book has the ability to transport me to another dimension, where everything can become
magical.
Gene: Does a book have this effect on you?
Lucas: You should also try to read one every now and then, you would understand that I'm right.
Also because, a little more culture would not hurt you!
Gene: Do you mean I'm ignorant?
Lucas: I would not use the term in a derogatory sense. I would rather say that you are someone who
ignores, that is, who has a limited knowledge.
Gene: I still don't understand if you've given me a compliment or a criticism.
Lucas: I'm just giving you a little hint. To me, for example, reading makes me want to be alone, as
if loneliness were the theater of my thoughts.
Gene: I don't go to the theater, even if I would like to do it, however I would never do it alone.
Wilma: You could bring me, since you've never done it! I have wanted it for a lifetime.
Lucas: You see, sometimes just talking is enough to bring two people who seem distant. With
dialogue, a meeting point is always found. The important thing is not to be selfish, and to think
about making your partner happy too.
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Arthur: (He helps his son to get up and, supporting him, accompanies him to the exit. His wife
follows him) Goodnight, it was a pleasure to meet you, see you soon!
Willa: Good night.
Gene: (Thinking aloud) I'm starting to like that boy!

THIRD ACT

Same scenography as the first act.

Gene at the desk talks to Guiscard on the phone.
Gene: At what time have we called the president of the team? By ten o'clock? Okay, let me know
as soon as he arrives. (After interrupting the communication) I have about twenty minutes left to
read the newspaper. Ah, I forgot! (Calling Guiscard again) Do you know if Vincent sent those
analyzes to the breast specialist? ... Early this morning? Good! (Then he hangs up) Even this matter
is settled, of course that woman gave me a good scare!
Guiscard enters the scene.
Guiscard: Inspector, the person you had summoned has arrived.
Gene: But first I have to finish viewing a file. (And opens the newspaper)
Guiscard: Inspector, excuse me, but the person in question would have some urgency.
Gene: Then let her in.
The president of the team enters the office.
Gene: Are you Mr. Wolf?
Dene: Yes sir, Dene Wolf, to serve you!
Gene: I'm glad to hear you say that. Take a seat. So you are the president of the team the car
involved in the tragic accident was registered with?
Dene: It was not the car that was registered with the association of which I am the president, but the
two crew members.
Gene: I noticed that the competitor with the race number two also had the inscription of your team
on the car, for what reason?
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Dene: Because the Bullock - Hare crew is also one of our associates.
Gene: (Looking at a photo) And this letter "F" on both machines, what would that mean?
Dene: That is the team sponsor logo that all affiliated crews carry on the cars they race with. In this
case, the "F" is the initial of the surname of the owner of the chair manufacturer who is our sponsor,
that is, Mr. Fox.
Gene: So you, Mr. Wolf, have in your association: the crew Bullock, Hare , with sponsor Fox, but
are you kidding me?
Dene: Absolutely not, I assure you it's all true, it's just a funny coincidence.
Gene: From what I understand, this is a zoo more than a rally, but forget it! Were there any other
crews present at the race that are part of your team?
Dene: Yes, but the other crew, having a race number following Alec's, did not start after the
competition was suspended due to the accident.
Gene: And can you tell me the name of the components?
Dene: Certainly, it was the Fish - Fish couple.
Gene: You are testing my patience! What is this, an animal conspiracy? Let's change the subject,
which is better! In your opinion, what could be the cause of the accident?
Dene: I would have an idea, but I don't think we will be able to check if it is right, given the state of
the machine. The car is semi destroyed and it will be difficult to understand what went wrong at that
moment. In any case, I would investigate the set-up. It would be advisable to know the geometry of
the car before the accident.
Gene: I didn't even understand the geometry that was studied at school, let alone that of a rally car!
Dene: However, by talking to whoever took care of the set-up of the car, you might find out.
Gene: Who should I talk to?
Dene: With the person who made the convergence, the incidence and the camber to the car before
the race.
Gene: Do you know who did it?
Dene: Yes, he's a former rally driver, Mr. Waits.
Gene: This surname is also not bad! Just to satisfy my curiosity, who was he running with?
Dene: At first with his brother, so the crew was: Waits - Waits and then he started racing with
Holyfield.
Gene: So, if I don't get it wrong, at first the crew was Waits - Waits and then it became Waits Holyfield. But is there anyone normal in this sport or not?
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Dene: What do you mean by normal?
Gene: I know what I mean! Aside from that, can you tell me how we can track down Mr. Fox?
Dene: If you search on the internet the company Fox chairs in Cardiff, you will find the address and
telephone number.
Gene: One last question: how much do racing car tires need to be inflated?
Dene: Tire pressure is at the driver's discretion. Everyone uses it to their liking, depending on the
driving style. Think that sometimes, for a bar of pressure, you can lose even thirty / forty seconds
each stage.
Gene: These cars are very sensitive!
Dene: Tackling every curve at maximun speed means always looking for the limit, so every
smallest detail can be essential.
Gene: Okay, I get it! Make yourself available, for now I have no further questions.
Dene: Goodbye sergeant.
Gene: Chief inspector, not sergeant. You may also be an expert on cars, but you don't understand
anything about degrees! Anyway go ahead.
Dene leaves the room and the inspector calls Guiscard on the phone.
Gene: Immediately summon the owner of the company Fox chairs! ... How do you say? Is there the
victim's wife who wants to talk to me? Then let her in and let's hear what she has to tell us.
Sonia: Good morning!
Gene: Come on in. It was our intention to summon you, so you saved us the trouble.
Sonia: Did you find my husband's killer?
Gene: What question is this? As things currently stand, the most accredited hypothesis is that of a
terrible misfortune, not a murder.
Sonia: If you think this, you are wrong! On a couple of occasions I overheard Alec phone in secret
and, when I asked him for an explanation, he justified himself with an unconvincing apology.
Gene: Sorry if I'll be a little direct, but don't you think your husband could have a lover? If so, it
seems quite understandable that he was not going to confide in you.
Sonia: It’s impossible. We loved each other too much. The two of us were really in symbiosis.
Gene: How were you I don't know! But even the most unthinkable people, faced with temptations,
can sometimes give in. Among other things, in my humble opinion, Maria is a rather attractive
woman. And at night with someone like her, you might even want to do other things besides
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reconnaissance! In short, in my opinion, your husband has also had the opportunity to take other
types of curves, in addition to the road ones.
Sonia: It may seem strange to you, but I'm 100 percent sure my husband never cheated on me.
Gene: You are right! For me it is incomprehensible and therefore I don't believe it.
Sonia: Anyway, please investigate thoroughly. I am sure there is something sinister in the midst of
this whole affair.
Gene: I'll take into consideration what you just told me, so if you have nothing more to tell me
now, you can go.
Sonia: If there are any further developments please keep me informed.
Gene: Of course! See you later.
Sonia leaves the scene and Vincent enters.
Gene: Just you! I want to know from which car the oil that caused the accident came out. And then
tell Guiscard to ask the telephone company for the victim's phone records from the last few months.
Vincent: Yes sir! Ah! Guiscard has tracked down Mr. Fox and will soon bring him into your
presence.
Gene: And where else should he take him to the toilet?
Vincent: You're right inspector, as usual! As for your order, I will execute it immediately.
Mr. Fox enters the scene accompanied by Guiscard.
Guiscard: Inspector, this is Mr. Fox, as you asked.
Gene: Guiscard, you can go now. (Guiscard leaves and Gene turns to the newcomer) So you are
Mr. Fox, the sponsor. May I also know your name?
Thaddeus: Thaddeus.
Gene: Here's another one!
Thaddeus: What do you mean?
Gene: Here, I'm the only one who can ask the questions! Now tell me: why are you sponsoring an
entire team?
Thaddeus: For more publicity. You should know that the reports of the races are published in some
specialized magazines, complete with photos of the winners of the various categories.
Consequently, the more competitors carry our logo on the car, the more chances we have of
appearing in these newspapers.
Gene: Do you have to pay to do this sponsorship?
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Thaddeus: It's natural! Today not even the priest in church sings for free anymore!
Gene: And translated into money, how much do you pay?
Thaddeus: Fifty thousand for each race.
Gene: Wow! But your chairs have golden legs!
Thaddeus: It's just that we have a good turnover and we export all over the world.
Gene: All right! I have enough elements, but don't do like your chairs that go around the world and
stay available. (Thaddeus leaves the scene without saying goodbye)
Vincent enters the scene.
Vincent: Inspector, I identified the car with the oil leak, it is the number five. Due to the breakage
of a drive shaft, it has lost the oil from the boot of the internal gearbox joint.
Gene: Then four other cars passed unscathed before the one driven by the victim. Perhaps the cause
of the accident isn’t attributable exclusively to that oil leak. In your opinion, who else could provide
important information to understand this?
Vincent: The only ones he has not yet questioned are those of assistance.
Gene: What can they know? They wouldn't tell us more than what the autopsy reports.
Vincent: I was not referring to who gave the boy first aid. The service men are the people who
check and repair the car if necessary in the pre-established areas. Usually it is a pool… I correct
myself, a group of mechanical experts, chosen directly by the preparer.
Gene: This particular Mr. Cats didn’t tell me, for what reason? Maybe he has something to hide?
We try to immediately summon all the people who had to do this assistance on that poor boy's car, I
want to question them immediately! (Meanwhile Guiscard enters the scene) What do you want
now?
Guiscard: Excuse me, inspector, but there is a guy over there who claims to be a friend of the
victim and to have witnessed the accident. Not only that, he says that he noticed an important detail
that we should know.
Gene: Get him in and you two get out immediately!
William enters the scene.
William: Hello, my name is William Shakespeare and I was friends with Alec. And I assure you
that I am neither a mythomaniac nor a madman who has come to make fun of anyone.
Gene: Why should I think so?
William: Because when I say my name nobody takes me seriously.
Gene: For what reason?
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William: Because my name is like that of a famous person.
Gene: (Not remembering which famous person the boy is referring to) And what's strange if your
name is… like that of that sports journalist?
William: (Widening his eyes at hearing that nonsense) I had no idea that the great poet and
playwright had also tried his hand at sports news!
Gene: However, now let's forget about this speech and explain to me what it is that you saw.
William: I was right on the stretch of road the section where the accident occurred. It all happened
in a split second. The car exited a right-hand bend at full speed, entered the straight and, after a
hundred meters, crashed. I immediately ran to help, but Alec was already dead.
Gene: We already knew this, you don't tell us anything new.
William: But you don't know that when I opened the door to try to get my friend out of the car, I
noticed that, unlike the navigator, he didn't have his seat belts fastened and I just can't explain this.
Before entering the Special Stage, any driver fastens them with care, tightening them almost beyond
belief, why didn't he do it? Don't you think it would be important to find out?
Gene: This detail is really interesting, even if I am not a pilot, before leaving to launch at full speed
with the car, I would think of tying myself up like a salami, let alone someone like him who knew
well the risks he was facing!
William: Exactly! Returning to that dramatic moment, after seeing that I could not do anything for
Alec, I helped the navigator to take off the seat belts who, despite being rather dazed, came out of
the cockpit with her legs. When she realized the gravity of the situation, she started crying
desperately, she couldn't understand how such an episode could have happened.
Gene: Did you mention this detail of the belts to the navigator?
William: No, at that moment it didn’t seem appropriate. However, looking back on it, it seemed
important to me to come and report it to you.
Gene: Well! And would he also be willing to testify it in court?
William: Of course!
Gene: So get ready, because I believe it will be necessary.
William: Can I go now?
Gene: Yes, go ahead.
As William leaves the scene, Vincent enters.
Vincent: Inspector, I summoned the service chief mechanic, he's out here, I thought you might like
to question him.
Gene: Sometimes you do something good too, come on, let it in!
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Ivor: Good morning, my name is Ivor Brownbear.
Gene: I would have bet!
Ivor: Why?
Gene: Nothing, I was talking to myself. So… are you the one coordinating this assistance?
Ivor: Yes I am.
Gene: In practice, what is your task?
Ivor: I entrust the work to be done on the car to the various mechanics. Each of the guys on the
team has to deal with a particular sector. From the cockpit, to the bolts, to the engine levels, to the
brakes and so on. And speaking of that, not to brag, but I'd like to point out that my guys are some
of the best mechanics around.
Gene: Speaking of engine levels, did you also provide assistance to the car who broke the drive
shaft boot and who lost the gearbox oil?
Ivor: Yes, a really unfortunate day for us: a breakdown, a fatal accident and a third crew stopped
due to the suspension of the race.
Gene: Who was the third crew you should have assisted?
Ivor: The Beagle - Beagle crew.
Gene: Of course, it couldn't be otherwise! Now, however, tell me the names of the mechanics who
took care of the cockpit and therefore of the seat belts and of the one who controlled the engine and
the levels.
Ivor: The one who controlled the cockpit, the extinction and the seat belts is Andrew. However, if
you think that there is a responsibility for the accident on our part, it is certainly not attributable to
whoever controlled the engine, if anything to David, the one who had to check the bolts, since we
found that the bolts that had to tighten the gearbox joint weren't tightened.
Gene: Who among them is responsible for the tires?
Ivor: David.
Gene: So is it he who inflates them?
Ivor: Yes.
Gene: And how much did he inflate the tires on the car that had the accident?
Ivor: The tires are always inflated to three atmospheres the evening before the race, in order to
check that the rubber rim coupling is perfect. In fact, if the pressure drops to for example two bars,
it means that either the rim or the tire must be replaced, because one of the two is defective.
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Gene: So, if I understand correctly, in the evening the tires are inflated like balls and in the morning
it is verified that the pressure has not dropped below a certain threshold. Once this has been
verified, what are the final pressures made before departure?
Ivor: It depends on the type of car, however it is the driver who determines them.
Gene: So is it the pilot who checks the pressures before leaving?
Ivor: No, the pilot establishes them, but generally entrusts the task of adjusting them directly to the
navigator.
Gene: Even if the navigator is a woman?
Ivor: To lower the pressure of a tire, simply press the appropriate valve to release the air. So it is a
simple maneuver that even a woman can do.
Gene: (After picking up the phone receiver) Guiscard, check the forensics report on the tire
pressure of the crashed car and if any anomaly was found on the driver's seat belt attachments and
then come and tell me immediately. (Turning back to Ivor) Instead you tell me: does this assistance
involve big gains?
Ivor: Only at professional level and this is certainly not our case. Alec, like the other pilots we
assist, was certainly not an official driver, his dream was to become one. If that had happened, he
would later have a team of professional mechanics, those who really earn a lot of money.
Gene: I get it.
Guiscard enters the scene.
Guiscard: Excuse me, Inspector, but I have some news.
Gene: Come on, talk!
Guiscard: We can say that all the tires were at three bars of pressure.
Gene: What can this mean?
Ivor: That the pressures had not been made and that therefore the car was undriveable and
impossible to control.
Guiscard: Inspector, I haven't finished yet.
Gene: What else do you have to say?
Guiscard: The belt attachments were defective. Several tests were carried out in order to verify the
functionality of the safety belts on the victim's car and the result has always been the same: at the
slightest jolt they open.
Gene: (Turning to Ivor) How is it possible, on such powerful cars, to save on safety devices that
could save people's lives?
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Ivor: The companies that produce the belts, before putting them on the market, subject them to
strict controls that certify their good functioning and I think it is impossible that they have left the
factory like this. I will also tell you more: I personally noticed that Alec's were new and safer.
Gene: Okay, I have no more questions, you can go.
Gene, as he watches Ivor leave his office, picks up the phone and calls Vincent.
Gene: Vincent, summons the navigator and the assistance mechanics.
Vincent: For the navigator I immediately provide, for the others I had allowed myself to do it on
my own initiative and I inform you that they have already arrived.
Gene: For the moment tell them to wait. When our handsome navigator arrives, you will let them in
with her. (Then Gene starts reading the newspaper) Finally another good news, they exonerated
that jerk coach!!! It is really true everything is taking the right turn. Like our case. Finally I have
clear ideas, if that man confirms my thesis, we would have the motive and we could arrest the
culprits and maybe the Commander will give me a promotion for solving the case. It wasn't easy,
especially for me who didn't know anything about rallying, but now, with all the notions I've
learned, I could also sign up for the next race.
Maria, Andrew and David enter the scene following Guiscard.
Gene: Very well! You are all there. You were summoned because I was able to reconstruct the
whole story that led to the death of poor Alec. I await a final detail that can confirm the veracity of
my thesis. In the meantime, however, I want to start telling you this story. Following the chat with
Mr. Cats, the idea of mechanical failure did not convince me very much, especially because, as he
said, the accident had occurred a few meters after the start. A car that had just left the workshop,
checked far and wide, could not break down immediately, unless the mechanics were truly
incompetent and that was not our case. I also learned how difficult it is to drive these cars that for a
little detail can become indomitable. Initially I had also taken into consideration the possibility that
Alec himself had made a mistake. But fate wanted a friend of his to be at the scene of the accident
and noticed that his belts, unlike those of Maria, were unfastened. There I began to think about the
possibility that David had deliberately tampered with car number five, loosening the joint bolts. His
intent was not to stop that crew, but to make them lose some oil that would slow down those who
would arrive later, especially Alec and Maria. But David was not the only one to act behind the
unfortunate victim, because Andrew also played an important role in this story. In fact he replaced
or tampered with the belts, so that at the first jolt they opened.
Andrew: But what are you saying, why would I have to?
David: I protest too! Then on what basis do you say this?
Gene: The facts speak for themselves. Speaking with Mr. Fox, I realized that there is so much
money at stake in this sport. A sponsor can really make a difference, it can allow you to build a
professional career. Mrs. Sonia told me that Alec was secretly dealing with someone. Perhaps out of
superstition or as a precaution he didn't want the deal to come out and preferred not to tell anyone
about it for the moment, not even her. Given the lady's absolute certainty that her husband did not
have a lover, I began to think that the alternative could be that the boy was hiding a business
negotiation, which could only mean a big sponsor that he feared that someone might steal to him.
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Vincent enters the office, approaches the inspector, tells him something in a low voice and then
goes out again.
Gene: And now I also know who and why.
Maria: Tell us, we are really curious!
Gene: Since you insist, I'll tell you even if you know how things went, since you participated in the
plot. Wasn't it you who didn't make pressure on the tires, as you should have, thus making the car
undriveable, to slow down your driver? However, despite your attempt and Andrew's, who had
tampered with the seat belts, the boy hasn't thought about slowing down and the result is what we
all know. Unfortunately, you underestimated the fact that Alec was one of those pilots who, when
he lowered his helmet visor, no longer saw obstacles in his path that prevented him from pressing
his foot on the accelerator. I know your intent was to slow him down and certainly not to kill him.
You just wanted to boycott his deal with the sponsor.
Maria: But I would have had nothing to gain by slowing down Alec, as I was competing in a team
with him.
Gene: Not for long. In this matter we are not only talking about economic interests, but also about
affairs of the heart. Surely you were the only person to whom Alec had confided the negotiation,
being the one who would have benefited from it together with him. Unfortunately, however, the boy
had no idea that you had a relationship with his direct rival, Mr. Bullock and that you would soon
replace the latter's current navigator. But knowing what was boiling in the pot, before you left, you
wanted to steal his contract and bring it as a dowry to your lover. Andrew and David would have
rewarded them by bringing them with you to the new team. They, enticed by the promise of
working at certain levels, with greater earning possibilities, helped you carry out the plan. None of
you would have ever imagined that Alec, despite the tires swollen like balls, the unfastened seat
belts and the oil on the ground, would have tried to defy the laws of nature and would have kept his
foot pressed all the way down on the accelerator, as only the great pilots manage to do. This is all,
however do not think that mine are just words, I have collected enough evidence to confirm what
has just been said, so I advise you start contacting a lawyer because, from now on, everything you
say can be used against of you in court. I would like to inform you that at this moment, in the other
room, the sergeant is gathering the official testimony of Mr. Gould, the owner of a large chemical
products company. You know who I mean, don't you, Maria? (Looking her straight in the eye) For
those who don't know, Mr. Gould is the owner of the company who was willing to offer a pharaonic
contract to Alec, which would allow him to participate in all races of the national championship,
next year. This could have been a nice springboard for a future professional career. But someone
has interfered in this negotiation. Do you know who I am referring to? (Turning back to Maria)
You were personally conducting, without Alec's knowledge, a parallel negotiation and you had
expressly asked Dr. Gould to postpone the choice of the pilot to whom to have the contract signed,
after this rally, in order to reward the one who would have obtained the best placement. In addition
to the race, the winner would have won the sponsor as well. Now, if you still have a shred of
conscience left, confess!
Maria: It's true! But I didn't want to... (Bursting into a desperate cry)
Gene: To conclude, I would like to say one last thing to all those involved in this affair: I don't
understand how one can turn one's back on a friend so easily. Maybe a love can be worth more than
a friendship? Can money make you happy? Always remember that money can also end as well as
love, while a true friendship can last forever!
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THE END
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